GOOD STANDING WITH THE FIRE CONCLAVE
It is pretty easy to be in good standing with the Fire Conclave Council.
Namely; integrity.
● Do what you say you will do.
● Send in monthly reports on time (the 25th of each month).
● Attend (or watch recordings) of mandatory meetings.
● Send your videos in on time or before the deadline.
● Send in your group lists on time (July 25th).
● Check into Fire Conclave Convergence (on playa) by Friday at 6:00 p.m.
● Be on time in the Great Circle and dance your fiery best.
● Honor Sobriety in the Great Circle.

Sobriety and Great Circle Safety
Sobriety has become an issue within the great circle. People think we are only referencing
Alcohol; we are not. To honor sobriety we mean you should NOT be: baked, blasted [slang],
blind, blitzed [slang], blotto [slang], bombed, boozy, canned [slang], cockeyed, crocked, drunk,
drunken, faded, fried, gassed, hammered [slang], high, inebriate, inebriated, intoxicated, juiced
[slang], lit, lit up, loaded [slang], looped, oiled [slang], pickled, pie-eyed, plastered, potted
[slang], ripped [slang], rolling, sloshed [slang], smashed [slang], sottish, soused, sozzled,
squiffed (or squiffy), stewed, stiff, stinking [slang], stoned, tanked [slang], tight, tipsy, wasted
[slang], wiped out [slang].
Which means being under the
influence of alcohol, drugs or mind
altering substances is dangerous. If
we see you being unsafe and under
the influence you may be ejected
from the Great Circle and added to
the Ugly list for the next year. It is
possible for an entire group to be
added to the ugly list. Furthermore,
Law Enforcement is also present in
the Great Circle.
Enough said.

CONSEQUENCES...
When you or a member of your fire performance group acts without integrity in regards to the
Fire Conclave or Burning Man, and it’s policies, there are consequences. We want everybody to
be responsible and fulfill their obligations. However, it is important to note certain
consequences and how to avoid them.

The Major consequences are:
● The Ugly List
● Temporary Suspension or Probation from Fire Conclave
● Permanent Removal from Fire Conclave
● “Other” Consequences
While we have a list of things that will make some of these things happen, we also will use our
judgement and make decisions based on our experience and our expectations. Consequences
can be applied to individuals or groups.

#1 - THE UGLY LIST:
The Ugly List is a list of names of people who did not fulfill their responsibilities to the Fire
Conclave in some manner or another. It is similar in nature to a one year suspension in that you
may not receive a discounted performer ticket, but differs from a suspension as you may still
participate/perform in Fire Conclave so long as you provide your own ticket to the event.
Things that will get you on the UGLY LIST include but not limited to:
● Got a performer ticket, picked it up at Will Call, but didn’t sign-in at Fire Conclave
Convergence.
● Got a GIFT or Low Income ticket and attempted to sell it.
● Attempting to subvert the ticket system by getting more than one Performer or Staff
(reduced price) ticket aka: Double Dipping
● Walking into the event without a ticket of any kind.
● Signing in for other people at Fire Conclave Convergence.
● Failing to attend any of the mandatory meetings required by your participation
commitments.
○ SHINdig.
○ Helmsman Meeting.
○ Documentarian Safety Meeting.
○ Sentinel Meeting.
○

Note: The Ugly list is suspended for 2021, meaning everyone
will be starting fresh this year.

#2 - TEMPORARY SUSPENSION or PROBATION:
Probation and Suspension are disciplinary actions issued to Fire Groups where actions deemed
to have lacked integrity have ensued. These actions, as listed below, will be reviewed with the
Shin and discussed between the FC Council in depth with regards to circumstances/severity
until a course of action has been reached. We do not take these violations lightly, and our
decisions are non-negotiable.
● Actions which violate our Safety Protocols.
● Lying to the FC Council. We have been around the sun more than a few times, we’re
adept at identifying dishonesty. Please don't do it.
● Blatant disrespect of the FC Council or its members.
● Blatant disrespect of Fire Conclave procedures established by the FC Council.

#3 - PERMANENT REMOVAL:
Permanent Removal from Fire Conclave is a disciplinary action issued to Fire Groups or
individuals where extreme or repeated actions deemed to have lacked integrity have ensued.
These actions, as listed below, will be reviewed with the Shin and discussed between the FCC in
depth with regards to circumstances/severity until a course of action has been reached. We do
not take these violations lightly, and our decisions are non-negotiable.
● Actions which severely violate our Safety Protocols, or place people’s safety at risk.
● Repeated, blatant disrespect of the FC Council or its members.
● Repeated, blatant disrespect of the Fire Conclave procedures established by the FC
Council.
NOTE:
Selling a GIFT Ticket is the antithesis of the Gift as intended. When we learn of these things, we
cancel the ticket and nobody wins.
All Burning Man departments have staff lists and we double check all the names everywhere. We
make an effort to communicate with people so they are aware that we’re aware that they’re
eligible for tickets through multiple departments and for what reasons. If a Gift ticket is to
support working for a department, the department the ticket is accepted from is the department
the ticket holder is beholden to. For example, if someone receives a Gift ticket through the Fire
Conclave, and is also working with another Burning Man department or art project and faces a
scheduling conflict, we expect that the recipient will honor their obligation to the Fire Conclave.

#4 - OTHER CONSEQUENCES:
There is not one answer to everything, nor is a list of possible consequences enough. We, much
like the dance we encourage, will flow with the times, evaluate the circumstances of each
situation, and respond accordingly.

TAKING TIME OFF FROM THE FIRE CONCLAVE:
We understand that everyone needs a break from time to time to regroup. Add to this the
current pandemic and all the issues that come with it like financial difficulties, inability to
gather, fluctuating travel restrictions, etc…
So, the question becomes: can an entire group take a year off without losing your group’s status
within the Fire Conclave?
The answer is yes.
Groups in good standing are allowed to take up to two consecutive years off from Fire Conclave
without having to re-apply as a new group. You will be allowed to keep your original group name
and be treated like a returning group under these circumstances.
Due to the evolving nature of Burning Man and life, groups who take more than two years off are
considered to be a new group, and will need to prove themselves again as any new group would.
In some cases we may ask you to change your name if your name no longer abides by the current
naming rules.
Keep in mind that there are other options available to you. If it’s just the Shin that needs time
off, another Shin may take over for a year or two (or permanently!) and then be allowed to
switch back without jeopardizing the returning group status.
Remember, when in doubt you can always email the FC Council at
fireconclave@burningman.org and we can help you discuss your options, averting confusion
down the road.

GROUP MANAGEMENT
Managing a fire group is a lot of work! As Shin you are expected to maintain communications
with the FC Council, coordinate and motivate a support crew and dancers, choreograph, shoot
video, edit your audition, and be accountable for your people and their actions.
How you manage your group is entirely up to you. We will maintain a hands-off approach,
offering guidance when you ask for it. We can, however, assist you with helpful insights from our
own experiences, Burning Man management practices, and from what we’ve learned from Shins
through the years.

EXPECTED CHALLENGES
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

●
●
●

●

Managing personalities
Maintaining motivation
Conflict resolution
Innovating ideas
Cat herding
Logistics
Time management:
✓ Personnel
✓ Choreography
✓ Practices
✓ Costuming
✓ Tool building
Communications:
✓ to us
✓ to your conclave
Video shoots
Editing
Costs:
✓ fuel
✓ costuming
✓ tool building
Rehearsal space

GROUP MEMBERSHIP
Life is bigger than Burning Man. Never has this been more true than now, with the uncertainty
the pandemic brought us in 2020, and moving forward. We know that there are other things to
think about besides Burning Man. Pandemic aside, life happens, things change, babies are born,
people die, move to different cities, find the love of their life, break up, etc.. We also know that
people may double up in multiple groups, just to make sure they will be with a group that is
selected. Or maybe someone told you they would be with your group, changed their mind and
forgot to tell you. We always see doubles on multiple lists. We then email both Shins as well as
the person in question who did not communicate to either Shin. You might want to do the work
first and communicate to your group that they need to communicate honestly with you.

This also goes for your support team that has been subscribed to this discussion list. If there is a
parting of ways (you change Shin Assist(s)) then you need to communicate with us as soon as
you know. We’ll unsubscribe them as quickly as we can.
When you have been accepted into the Fire Conclave we will send you a link to a google form to
send to your group members to fill out. We will also send the shin a link to the spreadsheet that
the form populates, which will allow you to check each member’s information and make any
changes if needed. Each member of your fire group will need to register a Burner Profile (see
the section on Ticket Information in this document) to participate with the Fire Conclave, and
must register for their very own email address for ticketing purposes. It’s important that
everything matches. It will be helpful to you to collect this information early and verify it with
your people.

DEVELOPING YOUR DANCE
CHOREOGRAPHY
Choreography is the art of designing sequences of movement in which motion
and/or form are specific, planned and connected. The art of composing dances,
the movement and patterns of a dance composition, means there is intention and
meaning to the dance.
Choreography does not necessarily mean a synchronized dance, but it could. It
can be dynamic or static in nature. A diverse range of styles and techniques,
choreographed with intention, makes the best contribution to the Fire Conclave.
The direction for the Fire Conclave is choreographed dances; the opposite of
simple fire spin jam/chaos/renegade. Any person or group can come together to
jam. Free form fire jams (aka: “chaos”) have their time and place, and each group
will get some time allotted towards chaos, generally after the designated time for
the choreographed dance and before the Man burns. To step within the boundary
of the Great Circle, we must have more than pure chaos.
“Fire Dance” does NOT mean only one kind of movement/dance or only a small
number of tools. This genre of dance is as diverse and wide ranging as the
imagination of the dancer that utilizes fire as their medium. It is human nature to
evolve, and the drive to move fire dance to the next evolutionary leap is no
exception. Because of the diverse levels of the membership of the Fire Conclave,
some fire groups are already experienced in creating choreographed dances,
while others are not used to thinking about fire in this way, it becomes a stretch (in a good way)
of the creative mind. Fire performers of today and tomorrow are meeting the challenge and
embracing it wholeheartedly. The drive to excel in fire dancing is a continued push for evolution
in this modern form of performance art.
Scenarios / Storyline - Please be cautious of developing a deeply layered narrative story. Worry
less about the story and concentrate on the dance. Remember, participants watching your dance
may not understand the significance of your theme.. So, try to keep it simple and clean. Too
many details detract from the dance, and the “dance” needs to be seen. When developing your
dance, please don’t limit yourself to working directly to the yearly Burning Man theme. If it’s an
inspirational starting point for you, that’s great, but if the theme is holding your creativity back
in some way, go with your vision and inspiration to create the best dance you can.

Some aspects you should keep in mind while choreographing:
●

●

●
●
●

●

●

●

Composition & working as a group versus solo performances - It can be
incredibly challenging to manage a diverse group of dancers, especially when everyone
wants to show off their own personal style . Working with a group creates a different
challenge, BUT can be so rewarding when everyone is working together for a common
goal/storyline. When everyone in a routine works together for the same end, the whole is
bigger than the sum of the parts.
Working with drummers / musicians. Who drives the dance? drummers or
dancers? It is a fine balance between dancers & drummers working together to create the
pace, versus drummers driving the beat and dancers attempting to keep up. This is a sure
way to screw up the pacing of your dance.
There Needs To Be Fire On Stage At All Times.
Transitions - How does one dance section move/flow to the next - smooth or choppy.
Are performers ready and waiting for the next section?
Formation/Configuration of a Dance - think differently as to “How” the dance is
presented within the amount of space you have to work with. Explore circles, or circles
within circles, Chevrons (in any direction), diagonal/curvy, crazy lines, layered (action in
the front while there is something happening in the back, one or two surrounded by
others, multiples of anything, or a move that is repeated.
Movement of these formations try adding movement through the
performance space with each one of the
formations: moving in a circle while
spinning versus stationary.
Awareness of other members of
the group - Front person drives the
pace and leads, and needs to be strong
enough that people behind are able to
follow and at the same time be aware of
what happens behind and on either
side.
Pace of the Dance - there are times
when you just want to spin as fast as
you can, but there is also time for
moments of stillness, which can
emphasize a point. Everyone stopping,
pause, start up again.

OPENING DUET
Duets are mandatory. If your video does not open with a duet, (without a really good
explanation as to why), then you will not be accepted into the Fire Conclave. Duets must be at
least 90 seconds long. While 2021 is different in many ways, starting with this connection
across the Great Circle will hopefully remind us that connection is what we need.
Everyone may have an idea of what a fire duet is, but our expectation is that two people will be
directly interacting with each other and their fire, not just working in sync but also playing or
working with one another. As you are planning your choreography and thinking about the duet,
please think about two people working in conjunction, as a team, not just working side by side,
but rather intertwined. It doesn’t need to be particularly intimate, a sword fight is just as
intertwined as two people feeding fire to each other.
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PERFORMANCE AREA IN THE GREAT CIRCLE
The area circling the Man this year is currently unknown, previously it was 400’ radius(400’
radius) has become known as the Great Circle. The Safety Perimeter line (aka L4K) of the Great
Circle is the outermost boundary of your performance space. On Burn Night a secure perimeter
is established by the Rangers, and the only way to enter into the Great Circle is with a special
Great Circle Access Pass (GCAP).
●
●

●

As of this writing each fire group will receive an area shaped like a pie slice, (with the tip
chomped off),
We do not have specific info about the size of the Great Circle, but if you plan on
performing in a space approx 30’ wide and 30’ deep that should be close enough the
performance space size for a small group.
Sentinels will be placed between each large group and at the edges of the Safety
Corridors into the Great Circle. They will occupy approximately 8' to 10' of space at the
front of the Circle. Documentarians will also be placed in this zone between groups. This
should not take up your performance space.

DANCE TIME IN THE GREAT CIRCLE
Each group will have 20 to 25 minutes to dance in the Great
Circle at the foot of the Man. The choreographed dance should
be about 10 minutes of choreography, to be followed by about 10
t0 15 minutes of chaos: freestyle, jamming. Planning a 20 to 25
minute performance may be pinching your group effort in an
uncomfortable way. Chaos may end up being three minutes
rather than 10. Please plan your choreographed piece to be about
10 minutes. You may go longer, but expect that you might be cut short if you do.

CHAOS
There is a magical time warp in the Great Circle. You get there, wait forever and then rock out
your carefully planned choreography in record time! What do you do? We refer to the space of
time between the ending of your choreography and the call to stop as “Chaos”. Because it is. This
is a time for your group to freestyle or renegade. Chaos may be as long as 10 minutes or
considerably shorter than expected. When the call to STOP comes from your Helmsman, stop,
dripping fueled tools or not.

MAY DAY VIDEO CRITIQUE
The May Day video is optional this year. Please do not send more than 5 minutes. We will be
looking at things such as your filming technique and whether or not your choreography is on
track. Our reviews of Mayday videos will be as blunt as possible. Our goal is to push you out of
comfort zones (if needed) and we want the critiques to tell you what our expectations are and
give you the best chance to succeed in your final audition video.

FIRE TOOLS
Your dance may include a wide variety of fire tools in an effort to encourage diversity and
creativity from fire artists in the community. But think before you start adding props into your
dance; ask yourself, "does this really advance the dance?" Fire is NOT an accessory, or to be used
to fill in where there is no dance.
We are always excited to see the new directions you are willing to go with your dances and prop
development. ; what we're interested in knowing about are the big innovative props you are
designing. Standard, liquid fuel dipped tools don't need any special approval. Our main
concerns are rooted in safety - the Great Circle is a Safety First environment. We are very serious
about safety concerns in the Great Circle as there are volatile ingredients present and, as always
we are concerned for the crowd once the perimeter has been released. The safety measures we've
put in place are a reaction to previous experiences and foresight to potentially dangerous
situations. Certainly we've all read the back of our tickets but that doesn't mean we're willing to
create danger; rather, we want to prevent it.
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When you are designing new large apparatus props please keep a few things in mind:
● Does it add to or detract from your dance?
● Does it set up and break down easily and quickly?
● Does it take extraordinary effort and special equipment to fuel and extinguish?
● Could it become a tripping-hazard to one of the participants once the perimeter has been
released?
● Could it impede progress of EMS access?
We want to see drawings of your proposed large apparatus props with dimensions and photos of
the tool in a static state, an active state, lit and unlit, so that we can give it a fair assessment.
We'd like to engage in discourse about large apparatus prop development with you early so that
you may move forward with your large apparatus prop, or guide you to greater success with your
dances without it. It is always up to the discretion of the FC Council whether something will be
approved or not once we see your video submission.
We're interested in promoting growth and development and seeing how you take on the
challenges of creating new and innovative dances. Keep up the strong work and keep the above
mentioned things in mind while designing new innovations. Your cooperation in this matter is
appreciated.
The group of tools that DO NOT need any special approval are what we consider to be “Standard
Tools”. Below is a list of standard static and dynamic tools that don’t qualify as “large
apparatus”. Keep reading past these lists for more information on the kinds of large apparatus
props we’d like to see before you get really invested with it. This is not intended to be a complete
list, and is broken down into Static Tools, Dynamic Tools and Props for reference.

STANDARD TOOLS & PROPS:
Static Tools
● Guidons, Processional type staves, tall staves with fire at one end
● Elbows
● Costume pieces such as tails, skirts, back pieces, wings, crowns, helmets, hats, shoes, flippers
● Wands of any sort
● Contact juggling balls
● Flaming dildos
● Fans, Fire fingers, Palm torches
● Basic torches
● Fire breathing fuel bottles
Dynamic tools
● Poi
● Clubs
● Bolos Fans
● Staves / Dragon Staves
● Hoops
● Comets / Rope dart
● Meteors
● Sun wheels “of death”
● Buugeng
● Nunchucks
● Jump Ropes
● Axes, Swords,
● Fire knives
● Whips
Props
● “Branches” or “Antlers”
● Umbrellas
● Limbo bars
● Brooms/Mops
● Canes

Although we are in full support of new tool innovations, we’re concerned about everybody's
safety in the event of an emergency. The Great Circle is a Radically Dangerous Place; we want to
keep the surprises to a minimum and not create a larger access problem in the event we need to
get Emergency Services through the Great Circle.

FIRE SWORD vs WEAPONS
Over the past few years the FC Council has noticed that more and more performers are utilizing
“swords” in their choreography. Some fire tools, like “swords”, may have the appearance of
being a weapon. Within Burning Man’s event Closure Order there is a particular clause that has
to do with weapons. This is not a new clause, it has been there for some time. But because of the
numbers of “swords” used within the Fire Conclave groups, it is time that we take this more
seriously.

In order to to make sure that performers will be able to complete their dance, the way they
intended and in cooperation with gate staff, we are requiring all members of the Fire Conclave,
that will be entering Black Rock City with said fire tools to carry a document that is created by
the FC Council, this document will be required at the gate. In July once a fire group has been
invited to perform at the man & they accept the invitation, a link to a web form will be sent to
the Shin and in turn said information should be given to any performer with said fire tool.
From the Closure Order: Weapons - The possession of any weapon is prohibited and the
definition of a weapon is as follows: “Weapons are defined as a firearm, compressed gas or
spring powered pistol or rifle, bow and arrow, crossbow, blowgun, spear gun, hand thrown
spear, slingshot, irritant gas device, electric stunning or immobilization device, explosive
device, any implement designed to expel a projectile, switch-blade knife, any blade which is
greater than 10 inches in length from the tip of the blade to the edge of the hilt or
finger guard nearest the blade (e.g. bokkens, moorish swords, floating swords,
dirks, daggers, machetes , any sword) or any other weapon the possession of which is
prohibited by state law. Exception: This rule does not apply in a kitchen or cooking
environment or where an event worker is wearing or utilizing a construction knife for their
duties at the event.”

The Fire Conclave in the Great Circle is contributing to making a sacred space, then
blowing the roof off that space with the awesome energy and collaborative effort of all
of the fire performance groups combined. The Fire Conclave is an opportunity to
produce an epic “collaborative” performance, not to outdo each other with gimmicky
contraptions. Be memorable because you’re all amazing dancers!

NOT ALLOWED WITHIN THE GREAT CIRCLE
●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

No large apparatus that cannot be dismantled easily. Why? Because once the perimeter is
released, participants will see nothing but the Man on fire. They will be running towards the fire
like moths to a flame and the potential of them running into you, your tools, fuel and anything
else in the way is very high.
Anything beyond the standard tools MUST be OK'd by the FC Council before it will be
allowed inside the Great Circle.
No Flame Effects. Flame Effects is defined as “The combustion of solids, liquids, or gases to
produce thermal, physical, visual or audible phenomena before an audience.” This includes all
flames that are automated, switched, pressurized or having any other action than simply being on
fire; as well as using propane or other liquid or gaseous fuels. If you need more information,
please read http://burningman.org/event/art-performance/fire-art-guidelines/flame-effects/l
No Generators to operate equipment of any kind.
No Amplified Music, i.e. no monitors, dj gear, rock bands, boomboxes.
No Pyrotechnics. Sparklers, flash paper or flash powder are NOT allowed.
No Smoke Effects - colored smoke canisters, etc..
No Burning Ember props - such as steel wool poi or burning wood that can cause MOOP
(matter out of place) or endanger group members or audience members.
No Drones allowed in the Great Circle!

What defines a “large apparatus” you ask?
●
●
●
●

A big thing or things that cannot easily be made flat without tools.
Things that take more than one person to move easily and safely.
Things that require significant setup or strike time.
Things that require really non standard fueling equipment, e.g. a large tarped frame staked to the
ground.

Examples of things that are subject to approval:
●

●

Large puppets
Some drums: no more than one drum with stand per person unless they’re on carriers and/or
slings.

Things we’ve turned down in the past
●
●
●
●

Rigging of any kind
Set pieces of any kind
Furniture e.g. tables and chairs
Attached, rack mounted drum kits

TOOL APPROVAL REQUEST
To request approval of a Large Apparatus or non-standard fire tool, please use the form
provided at this link https://forms.gle/k3RfMUdHTFD8t4cz7. The FC Council will review your
approval request and give you a reply within three days.

The cut-off date for Large Apparatus or non-standard fire tool approval
submission is June 1st.

FUEL SAFETY
Fire Performers at Burning Man must always follow basic safety practices when dealing with
fuel. Burning Man’s Fire Guidelines for Fire Performers & Fuel fall under the Fire Art Safety
Team (FAST) classification of Open Fire Two (OF2).
OPEN FIRE LEVEL TWO – Enclosed fire. Simple burning of unpressurized fuels, away from the
playa surface and within appropriate fireproof containment. Examples include burn barrels,
braziers or other raised containers, oil lamps, torches, fire performance tools, candles and other
simple uses of fire. Precautions must be taken to ensure that anything that should not be set on
fire (fabric, stage sets, etc.) is kept away from flame. As long as all fire, fuel, embers, etc., are
kept contained and away from the playa surface, neither a burn shield nor a Burn License are
required for this level.
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BASIC FUEL STORAGE INFORMATION
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

For information on the safe use of specific fuels you should first read the
recommendations printed on the original fuel container.
Fuel should be kept in the original container or other certified fuel management
containers clearly marked as containing fuel. Water bottles or other containers that
might lead to the accidental ingestion of fuels should not be used.
Keep your fuel out of direct sunlight and away from any open flames, burn barrels and
other sources of ignition.
All fuels containers, no matter how small, should be stored in an appropriate
containment device.
1 - 5 gallon can, can be stored in a single cement-mixing tub, which come in small,
medium and large.
When transferring fuel, use secondary containment such as a 5-gallon bucket or other
larger container to prevent spills.
At least one 5-pound ABC fire extinguisher must be kept nearby and in sight of areas
where fuel is stored.
Do not dump excess or unused fuel on the playa, this can result in a fine from the BLM.
More information about the storage of fuels at Burning Man can be found here.
http://burningman.org/event/art-performance/fire-art-guidelines/fuel-haz
mat-storage/

A list of Fire Safety Common Practices
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●

Please be aware of your environment and surroundings anytime you are performing with
fire.
Respect boundaries set by camps and campers.
Fire can cause serious injury, disfigurement and property damage, so never spin alone.
All fire performers must perform sober and act responsibly.
Before beginning any fire performance, check your equipment. Tighten your hardware,
and look for any damage or issues that might cause the device to come apart and
potentially cause a flaming element to be thrown into camping areas or at those gathered
to watch.
Always have proper fire suppression equipment at hand. Fire suppression equipment
should include clean wet towels or duvetyn for extinguishing performers and a separate
one for extinguishing tools and props.
Do not leave flames burning on the playa surface (you may be ticketed by BLM).
Do not spin or shake off excess fuel on the playa; use a spin off bucket or zip-lock baggies
to catch your excess fuel. That means burning off those fuel trails on the playa surface is
a no-no.
There are no formal Fire Conclave Safety Trainings, however you may always stop by
Fire Conclave Convergence or check the What, Where, When for information about any
training that may be presented by theme camps or individual fire troupes.
All fire performers must have a second person on hand acting as a safety. This person
should be able to extinguish tools using a flame retardant material (such as duvetyn) and
a second piece of wet clean natural fiber (such as a cotton towel) should your costuming
be ignited.
The safety person should also be able to deal with any situations you may not be aware of
as you perform. You never know when something may go wrong so be sure to always
have a sober fire safety. Just because you have your act together doesn’t mean the people
around you do.

FUEL TYPES ALLOWED IN FIRE SPINNING ON PLAYA
●
●
●
●
●

White Gas - aka: Naptha, Coleman Fuel, Camping Fuel.
Lighter Fluid - aka: Ronsonol Zippo, etc.
Lamp Oil - aka: paraffin.
Kerosene.
Alcohol.

NEVADA STATE FIRE PERFORMANCE PERMITTING & LAWS
Nevada state law does not regulate fire performances at Burning Man. Which means there are
no special permits or licenses required, though unsafe behavior will not be allowed at any time.
Black Rock Rangers or Emergency Service members may ask those found to be performing in an
unsafe manner to stop and correct safety issues.

